MPI's high sensitivity makes it a promising modality for imaging brain function. Functional contrast is proposed based on blood SPION concentration changes due to Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV) increases during activation, a mechanism utilized in fMRI studies. MPI offers the potential for a direct and more sensitive measure of SPION concentration, and thus CBV, than fMRI. As such, fMPI could surpass fMRI in sensitivity, enhancing the scientific and clinical value of functional imaging. As human-sized MPI systems have not been attempted, we assess the technical challenges of scaling MPI from rodent to human brain. We use a full-system MPI simulator to test arbitrary hardware designs and encoding practices, and we examine tradeoffs imposed by constraints that arise when scaling to human size as well as safety constraints (PNS and central nervous system stimulation) not considered in animal scanners, thereby estimating spatial resolutions and sensitivities achievable with current technology. Using a projection FFL MPI system, we examine coil hardware options and their implications for sensitivity and spatial resolution. We estimate that an fMPI brain scanner is feasible, although with reduced sensitivity (20×) and spatial resolution (5×) compared to existing rodent systems. Nonetheless, it retains sufficient sensitivity and spatial resolution to make it an attractive future instrument for studying the human brain; additional technical innovations can result in further improvements.
I. Introduction
Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a tracer-based imaging technology introduced in 2005 [1] that detects the concentration of injected superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) using their nonlinear magnetic response. Due to the strong SPION magnetic moment and the zero-background signal in the human body (prior to SPION injection), MPI This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/ licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
is anticipated to have sensitivity improvements over MR detection of contrast agents and to provide a background-free image. Additionally, MPI measures of SPION concentration are more easily rendered quantitative and have different tradeoffs between spatial and temporal resolution.
To date, rodent-sized MPI scanners exist [2, 3] , but MPI has not been scaled for use on humans. Several barriers exist to increasing the scanner size, and the effect of this scaling on spatial resolution and sensitivity are only in the initial stages of investigation [4, 5] . Here we present a design analysis of an MPI scanner aimed at the needs of functional brain imaging.
For functional neuroimaging, we anticipate using MPI to directly map Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV) changes that occur in response to brain activation. Activated areas of the brain are observed to have CBV changes of about 20% [6] . Since the cerebral SPION does not cross the blood-brain barrier, its concentration directly reflects the relative blood volume. Thus, activation-induced increases in CBV appear as increased SPION concentration.
Typical SPION doses used in animal fMRI studies are 8-10 mg Fe/kg in macaques [7] , and about 5 mg Fe/kg in humans (400 mg of Fe in an 80 kg person), with a maximum of 7 mg Fe/kg or 510 mg total dose [8, 9] . The average human body contains about 5 L of blood.
Given that each cortical brain voxel is 5% blood, a 3 mm isotropic cortical brain voxel thus has 1.35 μl of blood. For a human dose of 400 mg Fe, this corresponds to about 108 ng of Fe in the voxel. Since the CBV increases about 20% during activation [6] , we need to be sensitive to about 22 ng Fe. The MPI literature contains sensitivity estimates for rodent scanners as sensitive as 1 pg Fe with high frequency detection, which corresponds to about 50 pg at a conventional (75 kHz) detection frequency [10] although actual animal imagers have not achieved this sensitivity [11, 12] . Thus, if the human imager could achieve the same sensitivity expected for today's animal MPI, functional activation could be observed with a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of approximately 440, which is quite high compared to fMRI (CNR ~5).
While these estimates are encouraging, they do not account for sensitivity losses incurred in scaling the technology to human head sizes or in reductions from the safety factors needed for human scanners. We show below that the human scanner will have CNR ~40 for a single channel human head-sized solenoid detector, and that a comparable rodent scanner has CNR ~800 with a single channel rodent head-sized solenoid detector. Thus, the penalty for scaling from rodent size to human brain size is about 20×. This factor can roughly be attributed to a reduction in relative detection sensitivity (about 10×) due to the larger receive coils, and a 2× sensitivity drop resulting from using lower drive amplitudes (to avoid peripheral nerve stimulation (PNS)).
of shifting the FFP/FFL, or if additional, more slowly varying shift fields are used. In either case, multiple reconstruction approaches also exist [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In this work, we limit our study to an FFL-based 2D projection scanner, due to its expected sensitivity benefit [17] . A 3D Computed Tomography approach could significantly reduce imaging time [18] ; here we use a 2D projection system for the simplicity of only having to shift the FFL in one direction (at the expense of having to rotate the apparatus around the head). The challenge of rotating the apparatus around the subject, however, could employ well-polished commercial gantry and slipring technology developed for CT. The rough geometry of such a scanner is shown in Fig. 1 , which omits the drive coil and receive coil. In this configuration, the FFL is shifted along the projection axis, x′, acquiring a 1D projection of the iron concentration along this axis. Rotating x′ around the patient generates the additional radial projections from which the 2D image is reconstructed. Thus, the coordinate system of the gantry/projections uses the primed axes (x′, y′, z′), and the stationary patient coordinate system is (x, y, z). In this simple CT-like geometry, z′ = z. Like a spiral CT, additional axial slices can be acquired by translating the patient in the z direction.
To preserve design flexibility, we keep the gradient, shift and drive fields separate, although we consider the benefits of combining the gradient and shift fields in the same coil. We keep the drive field separate from the shift fields knowing that PNS will limit the human scanner to far smaller drive fields than those needed to shift the FFL across the head. With a separate coil, the shift fields can slew much slower (1-10 Hz range), avoiding PNS.
For the full-system MPI simulation, we chose to shift the FFL in discrete steps, digitizing multiple cycles of the SPION response at each FFL location in x′ followed by rotation to a different projection angle. This simulation is implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) with a forward model of the Langevin magnetization and Biot-Savart magnetic field calculations of the coil windings for different gradient, shift, and receive coil geometries. For each point in the projection measurement, we assume that the FFL position is fixed for the duration the signal is recorded. As such, there is no FFL velocity requiring compensation. Each point along the projection axis is recorded by shifting the FFL in discrete steps to its new position. Although likely not the most experimentally expedient approach, we expect similar sensitivities and point-spread functions compared to a continuous approach requiring gridding and velocity compensation. We also assume the shift field can move the FFL across the entire FOV and that multiple cycles of the drive field occur for each FFL position. The latter allows us to record the complex voltage waveform induced in the receive coil (phase and amplitude). Finally, we place the drive field in the z direction so it does not interfere with the 2D imaging.
The gradient (or selection) field is the spatially varying magnetic field H sel (x′, y′, z′) that produces an FFL along the y′ axis with gradients of strength G x and G z along the x′ and z′ (1) The gradient field is mechanically rotated by gantry rotation, which is represented by the rotation matrix: (2) such that (x, y, z) = R(θ)(x′, y′, z′). Therefore, the selection field in the patient's frame is:
The shift field, , is spatially homogeneous and is increased in discrete steps denoted by the index i to shift the position of the FFL discretely along the projection axis, x ′. It also rotates with the gantry so only one coil is needed. Like the selection field, it is rotated into the patient frame using the rotation matrix:
The simplest depiction of the drive field is a spatially homogeneous, time-varying sinusoid with drive frequency f 0 :
The receive coil sensitivity profile, B 1 (x, y, z), is defined as the field the receive coil would produce with a unit current applied. By reciprocity, this is related to the receive sensitivity for Faraday detection. These two fields are defined in the patient coordinate system since these coils do not rotate.
In the simulation, we define drive, receive, shift and gradient fields by inputting coil geometries and numerically computing Biot-Savart integrals over each current path. The total field experienced by a SPION is the vector sum of these fields at every vector location and for each point in time. The fields change for each rotation angle θ and each discrete shift i of the FFL by the shift field along the projection axis. (6) This total field is the input to the Langevin model of the SPION specific magnetization: (7) where c(x, y, z) is the concentration distribution of SPIONs, m is the magnetic moment, and 1/β is the saturation magnetization. The parameters m and β are best fits to the experimental M(H) curves specific to the SPION sample, as this curve varies with particle diameter, homogeneity, and coating. We used a fit to the experimental data provided by PrecisionMRX ® (Imagion Biosystems, Inc., Albuquerque, NM) for their 25nm diameter iron core particles, to determine m and β in the standard Langevin function.
The voltage induced across the receive coil is the spatial integral of the temporal derivative of this magnetization projected onto the receive coil sensitivity vector (by reciprocity related to the B 1 per unit current generated by the receive coil at that location):
Although it is not modeled in our simulation, a tuned circuit or impedance transformer in the receive chain would apply a frequency-dependent scaling factor to the voltage. For example, for a human head-sized receive solenoid (i.e. coil (c) in Tab. 1) tuned to the third harmonic, Q is ~400, providing a 400-fold voltage increase of the signal and coil noise.
Noise is approximated by the addition of white Gaussian noise to this digitized signal, v θ,i (t). Noise comes from a combination of body losses, AC losses in the coil conductors, and the preamplifier. We discuss below that the coil losses are likely to dominate for human MPI scanners.
We digitize our signal 200 ksps to acquire frequencies up to 100 kHz, which includes up to the 9th harmonic of the 10 kHz drive frequency. White Gaussian noise representative of the dominant noise source in the system is added to the signal at a level determined by this 100 kHz digitization bandwidth. The desired harmonics are then detected after applying a digital comb filter with a narrower bandwidth, thereby improving the detection sensitivity. This filtering is modeled by selection of specific frequency components of this signal via a Fourier transform and a frequency component selection operator, Ô s . For instance, selecting only the 3rd harmonic frequency would be represented as: (9) The sum of the selected frequency components, , is assigned to point i of the projection, and this is done for each shift of the FFL along the projection axis. This forms a single projection, and the process is repeated for each rotation angle θ. 
III. Shift/Gradient Field Hardware
The gradient strength of the field-free line magnet, together with the SPION's Langevin transition width, governs the achievable spatial resolution. The FFL can be produced by either i) combinations of permanent magnets, resistive electromagnets, and iron, or ii) superconducting electromagnets.
Commercially available resistive electromagnet coils provide insight to the achievable gradient strength, power supply and cooling needs easily available from commercial coils. GMW Associates (P/N11801653, GMW Associates, San Carlos, CA) produces a 0.13 T (at 140 A) electromagnet coil with inner diameter 30.6 cm [19] . Two of these coils arranged in a Maxwell pair configuration (Fig. 4) would produce a 1.7 T/m gradient along their mutual axis. These circular coils do not produce a field free line, which would require a more eccentric winding pattern, as described below and shown in Fig. 5 . Additionally, the ~15 cm spacing is insufficient for the human head. Nonetheless, this shows that a gradient strength around 1-2 T/m is readily attainable at a near human scale. Each of these coils dissipates 5.18W at peak operation, and uses water-cooling with the flow of 15 liters/min at 1.0 bar pressure.
A full electromagnet human-sized gradient with an eccentric winding pattern to create an FFL is shown in Fig. 5 . It comprises two oval coils arranged in a Maxwell-like configuration. The long axis of each coil is 150 cm in length and the short axis is 30 cm, with a 30 cm spacing between the coils. Based on the GMW electromagnet windings and cooling specifications, we consider each coil with 360 turns and a current of 140 A applied to each. The gradient strength achieved along both directions transverse to the field-free line is 0.7 T/m. One benefit of an electromagnetic gradient coil is the option to integrate shift fields needed to move the position of the FFL by modulating the current to each of the two coils. An electromagnetic gradient coil could also include an iron yoke to focus the field.
Superconducting wire with cryogenic cooling is another design possibility, allowing the design flexibility to increase the current to achieve higher gradient strength. AC superconductor performance (needed if the same windings will also be used to dynamically shift the FFL) is relatively limited compared to DC operation, but conductors with good current performance up to 20 Hz are available. An AC superconductor (Nb 3 Sn) paired with Litz wire to better transfer heat has been proposed as a "smart bobbin" for AC magnets and has been shown on a 20 cm cylinder [20] . The technology allows 100 A at 20 Hz and 8 K with sub-mm diameter wire. The challenge with AC superconductors is removing the heat generated from AC losses, which typically amounts to 1-5Wfor such a coil. Available cryocoolers limit this to ~5W. Thus, the expected performance for AC superconductors is roughly analogous to what can be achieved with conventional copper electromagnets. The copper electromagnet generates three orders of magnitude more heat, but this is addressed with cheap and efficient water-cooling. Note that while the gradient generated using a DC superconducting coil could be quite high, it would require AC coils to dynamically shift the FFL (requiring resistive or AC superconductive windings).
Permanent magnets are attractive because they do not need power nor generate heat, and can create FFL gradients of about 1.5 T/m in head-sized geometries. However, they would require separate shift field electromagnets to move the FFL across the head or some sort of mechanical translation. Preliminary designs utilizing permanent human head-sized magnets have been simulated in COMSOL and are shown in In summary, a gradient system with about 1.5 T/m is likely feasible for a head-sized FFL type MPI apparatus. Rodent MPI scanners with a gradient of 7 T/m currently achieve about 1.5 mm spatial resolution, and a 6.3 T/m projection MPI scanner has been proposed with theoretical spatial resolution of 600 μm [12] . The gradient scaling from 7 T/m in rodent to 1.5 T/m in humans suggests a human scanner will have approximately a 5-fold reduction in spatial resolution compared to current rodent MPI scanners, suggesting an achievable spatial resolution of 7 mm, which is comparable to the resolution of spatially-smoothed fMRI images.
Shifting the FFL by ±10 cm in a 1.5 T/m gradient will require a shift field of ±150 mT. This is within the achievable range for electromagnets as well as AC superconducting coils. Tolerance by the patient is another concern. Oscillating a field of this magnitude at even a few Hertz (to generate rapid projections) is likely to cause retinal stimulation (magnetophosphenes). Magnetostimulation of the retina has well-studied thresholds, and the human eye is most sensitive at frequencies of ~20 Hz, where the threshold for phosphene generation is about 40 mT [21] . Expressed as a dB/dt, this 20 Hz field has a maximum dB/dt of 5 T/s. While generating a few phosphenes is not considered a safety concern, the retina is a metabolically delicate organ, and sustained excitation may lead to excitotoxic damage, although very few studies have been performed to investigate this concern. For a human fMPI system using a 1.5 T/m gradient in which 53 projections are acquired to form an image in 3 seconds, the shift field has a dB/dt of 5.4 T/s, near the magnetostimulation threshold. Increasing the duration of the FFL sweep across the head to about 1 second would decrease this dB/dt about 20-fold, but would also slow down the imaging to ~1 second per projection, which is too slow for functional studies. Therefore, our temporal resolution is limited to about 3 seconds per image in order to adhere to this magnetostimulation threshold (given 53 projections are required per image, the FFL strength is 1.5 T/m, and the FFL is shifted across a 20 cm FOV). Since hemodynamic changes to brain activation take place on the 3-6 sec timeframe, this temporal resolution should be sufficient for functional MPI and is comparable to that used by the majority of fMRI studies.
An alternative approach is to utilize partial projections whereby the FFL is not fully swept across the head, but perhaps only as little as ±2.5 cm across the central region of the head. This would reduce the shift field amplitude by a factor of four, but constitute an image reconstruction challenge. The use of "interior reconstructions" to reconstruct the central part of the FOV that is covered by the partial projection has a long literature [22, 23] . Thus, one approach is to place this region on the area of activation and only image part of the brain. A second approach is to try the more difficult reconstruction of not just the interior region but the whole head using only truncated projections and parallel reception information. We have introduced preliminary work that this might be feasible [24] .
In addition to dB/dt imposed by the shift field, rotation of the gantry containing the FFL also causes dB/dt in the retina. If the gantry containing a 1.5 T/m gradient FFL were rotated at 1 Hz, the eyes, 10 cm from isocenter, would experience dB/dt = 1.2 T/s. Thus, we do not expect the gantry rotation to cause retinal stimulation (it is well below threshold for the worst-case frequency).
IV. Drive Field Requirements
To induce sufficient nonlinear signal from SPIONs, the particles must be driven into their magnetic saturation regime. Fig. 9 shows the simulated received signal (3rd harmonic component only, and sum of 3rd-9th odd harmonic components) as the drive field amplitude is increased from from H d = 1 to 70 mT for the PrecisionMRX ® 25 nm particles. This relationship is monotonically increasing and nonlinear, and differs depending on the frequency harmonics detected.
While increasing the drive field amplitude will increase the nonlinear response of the SPIONs and thus the sensitivity, an upper bound on practical drive strength is set by PNS safety limits in humans. Human MPI drive fields will likely operate in the tens of kHz, in the regime where PNS effects dominate over specific absorption rate (SAR) effects [25] . Work by Saritas et al. [25] places these limits for the torso at 9.9 mT at 4.5 kHz and 7.6 mT at 25 kHz. From fast imaging in MRI, we know that head-only coils will likely have limits 2-3× above torso limits. Nonetheless, the PNS will set a bound on safe drive field strengths and adversely affect the sensitivity. We anticipate the sensitivity of a human head MPI will be reduced ~2-fold compared to rodent scanners due to this effect.
Thus, there is a tradeoff between drive frequency, PNS limits and detection sensitivity (since Faraday detection efficiency is proportional to the frequency). In general, PNS thresholds increase at lower drive frequencies. Bozkurt and colleagues [26] have shown that, for the PNS limited case (likely for human work), the detection sensitivity is rendered nearly independent of drive frequency due to this tradeoff. In short, lower drive frequency provides less sensitive Faraday detection, but allows a higher drive field amplitude, which makes up for this loss.
The excitation/drive field is ideally a spatially homogeneous sinusoid with an amplitude sufficient for SPION saturation but low enough to adhere to safety limits and maintain patient comfort. A spatially homogeneous field on the order of tens of mT is producible with a solenoid drive coil (concentrically exterior to the receive coil/array) tuned to the drive frequency, and amplified with a standard commercially available gradient amplifier.
The choice of SPION, with its specific Langevin curve, will impact the drive field/sensitivity tradeoff, and will also determine achievable spatial resolution. Development of improved SPIONs will be an important part of getting the maximum sensitivity and spatial resolution out of the human MPI scanner. SPION development is an active area of research that is outside the scope of this design analysis [27, 28] .
V. Receive Strategies
Signal acquisition in MPI utilizes Faraday detection of the time-varying SPION magnetization induced by the excitation field. Like MRI, the optimal Faraday detector has enough sensitivity to be limited by random ionic currents in the body (body-load noise) rather than Johnson-Nyquist noise from losses in the coil, or from the added noise from the preamplifier. While the receive goal of MPI is sample-noise dominance, this is difficult at the low detection frequency of human MPI (<100 kHz) where sample noise is small compared to the Johnson-Nyquist noise from losses in the coil components ("coil noise") or noise added by the preamp ("preamp noise"). The crossover frequency for body noise dominance for Faraday detection with room temperature coils is about 25 MHz [29] . Even with high T c superconductive cooled coils, this crossover occurs at about 4-10 MHz for a 65 cm loop [29] . Therefore, body noise is not likely to be the dominant source of noise for room temperature MPI coils receiving at frequencies less than 100 kHz. Low frequency MRI coils have benefitted from cooled copper or superconducting circuits [30] . This strategy is likely also beneficial for human MPI.
Traditional Faraday detectors can be either tuned or untuned. One option for MPI is to tune the receive coil to a single frequency, such as the 3rd harmonic. This system would be sensitive to this strongest component of the nonlinear SPION signal (the drive frequency component of the particle's magnetization is masked under the drive field's induced voltage, rendering it difficult to detect). Although the higher harmonics contain signal power, focusing on a single harmonic would allow a high Q coil, although coils could be simultaneously tuned to multiple resonance frequencies.
We note that standard commercial low noise preamplifiers such as the SR560 (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) have a noise voltage referred to the input of about , which is 1.26 μV for a 100 kHz BW. Recently published room-temperature MPI preamplifiers have demonstrated a noise level of about (about 316 nV in a 100 kHz BW) [31] . Commercial cryogenic preamplifiers (NexGen3, Stahl-Electronics, Mettenheim, Germany) have even better noise performance, about (126 nV in 100 kHz BW). We consider only preamp voltage noise here and do not analyze current noise independently, based on the assumption that noise matching will be achieved, balancing the two.
The receive coil typically utilizes a step-up transformer to match the sub-Ohm coil resistance to the desired load that optimizes preamp noise performance. Typically, this optimum load is many kΩ. The transformer steps up both the signal and the coil/body noise voltage by more than a factor of 10. This is enough to render the preamplifier noise relatively unimportant for Faraday detection at these frequencies [29] . Thus, the dominant noise source for room temperature receive coils comes from losses in the coil's conductors. Other sources of noise, such as thermal losses in the body, are also considered but tend to be small compared to the other sources (see Tab. 1).
Tab. 1 considers room temperature receive coil designs, listing estimates for the sample and AC conductor-loss noise voltages as well as the B 1 efficiency (Faraday detection efficiency).
We compare solenoids, Helmholtz pairs, and multi-channel array receive designs using Litz wire for both rodent-and human-scale MPI systems.
We note that our noise analysis neglected losses in any filter or impedance transformation device in front of the preamplifier. Any losses prior to the preamplifier add noise to the final measurement and degrade SNR. A notch filter, however, may be necessary to avoid saturating the preamplifier with drive-frequency feedthrough. Similarly, an impedance transformation device to transform the detection circuit to the impedance desired by the preamplifier is essentially implicit in our assumption that the noise is coil-loss dominated. The amount of loss added depends on the filter design specifics. But, as with the receive coils, it is likely that the principal loss source is ohmic losses in the Litz wire of the inductors. Thus the ratio of receive coil losses to filter/impedance transformation losses is given by the relative length of wire used for each. For the human-sized coils studied, the length of wire needed was 18 m (coil (c) of Tab. 1) and 36 m (coil (d) of Tab. 1), so considerable wire lengths could be used in the filter inductors before adding significantly to the losses.
The power lost in the body resistance for a given applied B 1 reciprocity field is estimated by integrating the square of the electric field over the lossy object [32] . For a coil generating a uniform effective B 1 field, and uniform conductivity object, the power dissipated in the body scales as the square of the frequency, the 4th power of the cylinder diameter, and the length of the cylinder [32] : (10) where for a cylindrical sample of length l and diameter D, with an RF field oriented parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Thus:
We approximate the human head object as a cylindrical sample of diameter 22 cm, length 22 cm and conductivity 0.5 S/m, and a rodent head as a cylindrical sample of diameter 4.5 cm, length 4.5 cm, and conductivity 0.5 S/m. For this effective resistance, we compute the noise voltage across this resistor in a 100 kHz receive BW using the standard formula for JohnsonNyquist noise in a resistor (Tab. 1).
We also estimate the AC losses in the coil itself and similarly convert this resistance into a noise voltage. Our calculations assume 4 parallel strands of Litz wire with equivalent gauge 26 AWG (New England Wire, Lisbon, NH, USA) and DC resistance per length R = 44Ω/ 1000 Ft, and calculate the AC resistance using an AC-to-DC conversion factor defined by New England Wire [33] at 30 kHz (third harmonic frequency). We then compute the Johnson-Nyquist noise for this AC resistance in the 100 kHz bandwidth and at a temperature of 273 K.
Together these calculations show AC conductive losses in the coil produce more noise than the body losses for all of the room temperature receive coil geometries examined. But, with cryogenic coil cooling, sample noise dominance could be feasible. Cooling the conductor will be effective at reducing the coil resistance until approximately the Debye temperature, at which point impurity content dictates the conductivity. Thus, this strategy might be effective down to LN 2 temperatures where a gain of about 300 K/77 K = 3.9 could potentially be achieved. Alternatives to traditional Faraday detection include magnetometerbased detection (of the field rather than the temporal derivative of the flux) using SQUID or optical Faraday rotation magnetometers.
VI. Sensitivity Simulation
Using the MPI simulator described above, we explore the detection limits of SPION samples for a human head functional imaging system (1.5 T/m gradients). Acquiring an image every ~3 seconds, we mimic a ~10 minute fMPI study by assessing the sensitivity of 200 averages of this single 3 sec image. To form the 2D projection image, the gantry is rotated 180 degrees. A minimum of 53 angles across this 180 degrees and 35 points per projection are required to reconstruct the image with 6 mm resolution over a 20 cm FOV. This allows us to sample the magnetization response for a duration of 1.6ms per point in the projection (16 periods of the 10 kHz drive frequency). The exact scan time is 2.97 sec per timepoint; for 200 averages, this is a total imaging time of 593.6 sec (~10 min).
We simulate projections and reconstruct an SNR map image of a 22 ng Fe sample in a 2.3 mm 3 region at the isocenter (Fig. 10 ). This 22 ng Fe sample reflects the expected change of iron in a 3 mm×3 mm×3 mm cubic section of cortex during activation, as discussed previously. We assume the noise for this system is dominated by AC conductive losses in the coil windings, and the signal is received with a 25-turn human head-sized solenoid (coil (c) in Tab. 1); thus, noise added to the simulated received signal is the Nyquist noise in this coil in our 100 kHz digitization bandwidth (9.77 nV white Gaussian noise). The peak SNR is 42, indicating that fMPI has sufficient sensitivity with completely conventional MPI approaches to outperform fMRI (which typically sees activation with about CNR = 5), but bigger sensitivity benefits of fMPI will require improvements in the SPIONs and/or receive methods. If the activation source is distributed (e.g. over a cortical region), then the lower spatial resolution of the human imager translates to a larger weight of iron in the voxel, which will improve its SNR.
We also use this simulation to investigate the SNR loss expected from scaling the system up from rodent to human size. In this comparison, we simulate acquiring projections of the same sample, 22 ng Fe, with both rodent and human systems. The rodent system uses a solenoid receive coil (Tab. 1, (a)) with a 2.5 cm radius, 5 cm length, and 25 turns. The gradient field achievable at the rodent scale is larger; an FFL of 7 T/m is used. The system is driven with a 50 mT sinusoidal field at 10 kHz. 35 points are acquired for each projection covering 4 cm in the rodent system, and 53 projections allow Nyquist sampling of the projection space to achieve ~1.18 mm spatial resolution. The rodent scheme also uses 1.6 ms of digitization with a 200 kHz sampling rate for each point in the projection, and the signal is filtered to select only the 3rd harmonic component. Coil losses for the rodent-sized solenoid are represented by the addition of 4.46 nV white Gaussian noise (Nyquist noise of coil (a) of Tab. 1 at 100 kHz BW).
The ratio of relative detection sensitivities between rat and human is ~10 (Tab. 1), and the drive field of the rat is a factor of 2 higher, suggesting an SNR scaling factor of ~20 between rodent and human systems. This agrees with the simulations comparing rodent and human systems for imaging a point source (Fig. 11) , where the 22 ng source was seen with SNR = 807 while the human imager detected with SNR = 42, a ratio of about 20. The simulated rodent sensitivity also roughly agrees with that expected for animal scanners (~50 pg); note that the simulations suggest a 30 pg sample (22 ng/807) is detectible in 10 min with SNR = 1.
Finally, we simulate an fMPI FFL projection brain image of blood volume contrast. We forma model object from a standard FreeSurfer segmented brain [34] . The model uses 400 mg Fe per 5 L of blood (5mg Fe/kg dose to 80 kg patient). Gray matter voxels are assigned 5% CBV and white matter voxels are assigned 1% CBV. This gives gray and white tissue iron concentrations of 4 ng Fe/mm 3 and 0.8 ng Fe/mm 3 , respectively. The same human system scan parameters described above are used. The received signal is filtered to select only the 3rd harmonic component. Images are taken every 3 seconds. 200 images are averaged for a total imaging time of ~10 min, as described above. Fig. 12 shows the simulated images for a human system utilizing (a) 1.5 T/m gradient FFL and (b) 5 T/m gradient FFL, which would require improvements to the gradient field hardware.
VII. Discussion and Conclusion
We have assessed the performance of projection FFL fMPI for the application to human functional neuroimaging. We focused on configurations that are achievable with conventional, readily available technologies. A gradient field of 1.5 T/m is achievable either with permanent magnets or electromagnets, and human-sized receive scanners can be sufficiently sensitive to detect the 20% changes in CBV caused by neural network activation with high CNR. While the human scanner is about 20× less sensitive than similar rodent scanners, it is still poised to detect the expected modulations of Fe in activated voxels with considerable CNR advantages over fMRI. Even further sensitivity increases could be achieved from improved SPIONs, cryogenic coils, and receive coil arrays. We intentionally focused our analysis on designs and technologies that are currently available. Further improvements in SPIONs and detection technologies will result in further advances in the sensitivity and resolution of fMPI.
We conclude that sensitivity is the relative strength of fMPI over other functional neuroimaging modalities, but given difficulties with human-sized FFL gradients and current SPION magnetization responses, spatial resolution is likely to be less of a gain. But although fMRI studies typically acquire with 2 mm or 3 mm spatial resolution and could be analyzed at this resolution, the data is usually spatially smoothed to about 6 mm resolution. Thus, the fMPI spatial resolution expected for human scanners (~7 mm) is similar to typical fMRI experiments. Without further refinements in hardware design and tracer optimization, the resolution and sensitivity of fMPI is very promising for human functional imaging. The expected improvements in sensitivity could help alleviate the need for averaging activation results over multiple subjects or for identifying subtle phenotypes or treatment responses in patient populations. Single subject measurements are, of course, mandatory for making diagnostic or disease phenotype statements in individuals. Beyond the increased sensitivity benefits, fMPI has additional advantages over fMRI. It is immune to the T2 * dropouts near the sinuses that plague MRI, as MPI can tolerate much higher field variation (1% vs. 10ppm for MRI). Additionally, since the baseline image signal level in fMPI comes only from the blood content of the voxel (5% of the voxel mass) and not (like MRI) from the water content (~100%), the expected percent changes on activation are larger (20%) rather than ~1% in fMRI. This helps reduce the effect of nuisance modulations of the signal, which appear as noise in the analysis of the activation time-series. In fMRI, these nuisance modulates are commonly referred to as "physiological noise" and are the dominant noise source in most fMRI studies. Because the percent signal change is ~20-fold higher for the fMPI contrast mechanism, we expect these sources will also be proportionally smaller. Provided robust and safe SPIONs, these improvements could potentially allow fMPI to replace fMRI in the same way that fMRI itself replaced O 15 PET for the study of brain activation in the early 1990s. Definition of the coordinate system appropriate for 2D projection-based MPI. The (x, y, z) coordinates are patient centric. The FFL is always along y′, which is rotated with respect to the patient. The shift fields always shift the FFL along x′ (also rotated with respect to the patient). The drive field is applied along z. 1). Blue curve is the 3rd harmonic frequency component; orange curve is the sum of the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th harmonic frequency components, for drive field amplitudes from 1 mT to 70 mT. With a tuned circuit or impedance transformer in the receive path, the voltages received will be "stepped-up" to a considerably higher value at the preamplifier input. Table 1 Estimates of coil parameters and noise for various receive coil geometries (rodent-size ( 
